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FLARR PAGES #32
The Journal of the Foreign Language Association of
the Red River
(F, '03)
Translating Goethe: Der Gott und die
Bajadere and Schubert's Musical
Rendition, Edith Borchardt, UMM
I have titled my translation of Goethe's
poem "The God and the Bailadeira," since
"die Bajadere" is derived from the
Portuguese "bailadeira," which means
"dancer" and refers to an Indian temple
dancer, a "Devadasi". The last three lines of
the ballad contain Goethe's moralizing
about sinners, but the notion of sin and guilt
is a Christian one, not in keeping with
Indian temple practices and the traditions of
the "bailadeira." There continue to be
"bailadeiras" in a cult in Southern India,
their faces painted a ceremonial white, on
their forehead red and yellow stripes from
turmeric (Haldi) and vermilion (Kum-Kum):
http://www.kamat.com/kalranga/people/yell
amma/yellamma.htm.
Goethe's "Der Gott und die Bajadere"
belongs to the genre of the Kunstballade
(Braak 96), which incorporates a number of
stylistic aspects from the olderVolksballade,
a form used hundreds of years earlier. Like
the Volksballade, the Kunstballade
integrates epic, dramatic, and lyrical
elements. Among the Kunstballaden, a
tradition which began with Burger's Lenore
in 1773, Goethe's ballad is considered an
Ideenballade, in which the theme of ethical
human action is central [in denen "der aktiv
handelnde Mensch im Bereich ethischdiesseitiger Menschlichkeit ... Mittelpunkt
des Geschehens" ist] (98). Goethe himself
writes about the ballad as a mixture of epic,
lyric, and dramatic expression, which
enables the poet to stimulate the imagination
of the reader or audience in conveying the
mystery of the ballad. The mystical aspect is
conveyed in the content of the ballad, the
mystery through the treatment of the
material: the way it is presented. The
repeated refrain adds lyricism (94). The
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narrator is a singer, originally perhaps
accompanied by a lyre (from which the term
"lyrical" is derived). The term "ballad"
comes from the Italian ballata or the
Proven~al ballada, meaning "Tanzlied" or
dancing song (Wilpert 50): a short, strophic
composition, which was later artfully
developed by the troubadours (51). Webster
( 1988) traces the ballad back to ME balade:
ballade or song from the MF and OProv
balada, from balar:to dance, in Late Latin
ballare (126).
Usually, the ballad consisted of three
stanzas with recurrent rhymes, an envoi
(Geleit in Wilpert's definition), and an
identical refrain for each part of the poem.
Goethe seems to adapt Villon's late ·
medieval stanza of 8 to 12 lines, using 11
lines (repeated 9 times instead of the
customary 3 times) in "Der Gott und die
Bajadere." The concluding remarks of the
envoi have only three instead of 4 lines and
coincide with the "refrain" for the last
stanza. The eight-line stanza also resembles
the form of the sixteenth century "Jiingere
Hildebrandslied" with its shorter lines and
end rhyme instead of Stabreim.
When I translated the poem, I tried to
capture the rhythm and flow of each stanza.
Technically, it is created by eight trochaic
lines countered by three dactylic lines with
anacrusis (in German: Auftakt). I did not
consciously analyze the metric arrangement
but listened to stressed and unstressed
syllables in the ballad, the movement
created by the trochees [from the Greek
trochaios: running (Webster 1264)] and the
countermovement of the dactyls [from the
Greek daktylos: finger (Webster 322)].
Hearing that pattern inwardly, I attempted to
render images and ideas rather than
·
translating Goethe's text verbatim. It was
impossible to capture the intricate rhyme
pattern (Endreim with the pattern ababcdcdeed throughout the poem in the first e!iht
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lines; alternating feminine and masculine
endings; couplets in the first two lines of
each Terzett following every octave, the last
line rhyming with the last line of the Terzett,
linking the rhythmically juxtaposed parts of
each stanza). Instead of Goethe's structuring
ababcdcd-eed, my first stanza rhymes
aabbcded, and the Terzett does not rhyme at
all. For the most part, I maintained the
alternating trochaic and dactylic rhythms
and created occasional internal rhymes,
together with some end rhymes to sustain
the auditory linking of lines in my rendering
of the ballad.
In my original translation, printed in
TRANS-LIT in 2001, a Terzett occasionally
became a Quartett, lines were lengthened or
extra phrases inserted to capture the full
meaning of a German word; sometimes I
overinterpreted a phrase for the sake of
creating a rhyme or to sustain the rhythm. I
did not adhere to a fixed rhyme pattern and
deviated from the given rhythm in a number
of places. Goethe's poem became my poem,
which lacked the formal intricacy of the
original ballad. When I discovered that
Schubert had set Goethe's ballad to music
(Naxos 8.554665, "Goethe-Lieder," Volume
1: 1999. Ulf Bastlein, Baritone, with Stefan
Laux at the piano), I wanted to adapt my
translation to Schubert's music
[Friedlander's Schubert Album, Volume VII
(106-107)]. This forced me to reconsider
my first version of the poem. Listening to
the song version, I noted the problematic
lines, trimmed elaborate phrases, and tried to
adhere strictly to the rhythm of the poem
and the musical rendition. I rewrote parts of
stanzas 2, 3, and 6, shortened a line here and
there, in the process sometimes losing a
word or phrase from Goethe's original.
The musical interpretation offered
challenges in itself. Schubert's music
appears not to be too difficult technically,
but because of the repetition of the same
melody throughout, an interpretation could
easily become monotonous if the
characteristic elements of the ballad are
ignored: the epic, dramatic, and lyrical
aspects. As the pianist and conductor Mark
C. Graf indicated, the vocal presentation had
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to be varied by changing the tempo and
dynamics of the narrative to match the
drama and mood of the text, which is full of
surprises, ranging from serenity and joy to
violence and tragic turbulence before the
final apotheosis. There is a lot of tension in
the movement and countermovement of the
ballad (in content: the descent of the God,
the elevation of the woman; in the physical
love encounter on the human plane; in form;
in the alternation of the trochees and dactyls
of the poem's rhythm; in the alternation of
masculine and feminine endings of each
stanza's line. Formally, there is some
resolution in the coupling in the first two
lines of each Terzett and the linking of the
last line of the rhythmically opposed parts of
each stanza to make one out of two).
Resolution in the drama of the ballad comes
through the transformation by fire and the
triumphant climax at the very end.
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